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2666
Una novela de intriga, donde todas las certezas parecen desvanecerse frente a un
mundo incierto, en una danza seductora que no soltará al lector hasta la última
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Bahía de los misterios
La segunda parte del libro del best seller de no ficción Diálogo de conversos Si en
Diálogo de conversos # del que Mario Vargas Llosa dijo: #Hace tiempo que no
aparecía en nuestra lengua un ensayo político tan oportuno y estimulante##
Roberto Ampuero y Mauricio Rojas repasaron su inclinación juvenil por los ideales
de izquierda y, luego, su adopción de perspectivas liberales, hoy deciden retomar
el diálogo para afinar su diagnóstico de la situación global, la evolución de América
Latina y el malestar del Chile actual. Lo que observan es crítico: vivimos un cambio
de era a nivel planetario con fuertes tendencias autoritarias y populistas; una
revolución tecnológica sin precedentes está transformando los fundamentos de la
vida social y nos plantea grandes desafíos; Latinoamérica continúa entrampada en
sus viejos dilemas, que emanan de la debilidad de sus instituciones y sus
desigualdades de siempre; Chile vuelve a correr el riesgo de fracasar en su intento
de dar el salto al desarrollo y enfrenta así momentos decisivos para su futuro.

Latin America in Its Architecture
A fully illustrated primer on Italian culture goes beyond the parameters of travel
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and phrase books to inform readers on the nation's history, values and character,
covering everything from regional identity and famous figures to Italian art and
architecture. Original.

Ercilla
From European shores to the heart of the African jungle, Captain Riley's Pingarr�n
embarks on new action-packed adventures. On their last mission, Captain Riley, his
loyal crew, and his girlfriend, Carmen, bravely averted a global disaster. Now, while
World War II rages on, they hope that they are on more solid ground working for
the US Navy. But when a job goes awry, the team finds itself taking a treacherous
journey deep into the Belgian Congo. There, within the jungle, they will come faceto-face with wild animals, cannibals, and dark forces that shroud a decades-old
mystery. They defeated the terrifying Operation Apokalypse that nearly destroyed
them, but can they survive this?

Diálogo de conversos 2
'Book Review Index' provides quick access to reviews of books, periodicals, books
on tape and electronic media representing a wide range of popular, academic and
professional interests. More than 600 publications are indexed, including journals
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and national general interest publications and newspapers. 'Book Review Index' is
available in a three-issue subscription covering the current year or as an annual
cumulation covering the past year.

Handbook of Latin American Studies, Vol. 60
En Pasiones griegas Roberto Ampuero nos entrega una emocionante novela de
infidelidad, amor y misterio.

The Neruda Case
This book addresses the connection between political themes and literary form in
the most recent Argentine poetry. Ben Bollig uses the concepts of “lyric” and
“state” as twin coordinates for both an assessment of how Argentinian poets have
conceived a political role for their work and how poems come to speak to us about
politics. Drawing on concepts from contemporary literary theory, this striking study
combines textual analysis with historical research to shed light on the ways in
which new modes of circulation help to shape poetry today.

Italy
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Detrás del muro
Published for the first time in English, an atmospheric, brilliant novel from an
internationally bestselling literary luminary. Roberto Ampuero’s novels starring the
wonderfully roguish Cayetano Brulé are an international sensation. In The Neruda
Case, readers are introduced to Cayetano as he takes on his first case as a private
eye. Set against the fraught political world of pre-Pinochet Chile, Castro’s Cuba,
and perilous behind-the-Wall East Berlin, this mystery spans countries, cultures,
and political ideas, and features one of literature’s most beloved figures—Pablo
Neruda. Cayetano meets the poet at a party in Chile in the 1970s. The dying
Neruda recruits Cayetano to help him solve the last great mystery of his life. As
Cayetano fumbles around his first case, finding it hard to embrace the new
inspector identity foisted upon him, he begins to learn more about Neruda’s hidden
agenda. Neruda sends him on a whirlwind expedition around the world, ending
back in Chile, where Pinochet’s coup plays out against the final revelations of their
journey. Evocative, romantic, and full of intrigue, Ampuero’s novel is both a
glimpse into the life of Pablo Neruda as death approaches and a political thriller
that unfolds during the fiercely convulsive end of an era.

Cita en el Azul Profundo
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Un joven chileno sale de su país en 1974 hacia Alemania Oriental huyendo de la
dictadura de Pinochet y buscando refugio en el comunismo. Allí se enamora de
Margarita, nada menos que la hija del comandante Ulises Cienfuegos, poderoso
embajador de Fidel Castro en Moscú. Con su ayuda parten hacia Cuba, donde, a
solo noventa millas de Estados Unidos, la Revolución había surgido de la voluntad
de las masas. Desde ‘la isla de la Libertad', y lejos de la sombra del régimen
militar, esperaría a que su país natal recuperara su tranquila senda democrática.
Pero rápidamente el socialismo cubano y la dictadura chilena adquieren para él
angustiosas semejanzas. Huérfano de ideales políticos, y al tiempo que descubre
que en Chile ya nada volvería a ser como había sido, varios de sus compañeros
políticos y familiares se convierten poco a poco en peligrosos enemigos. Nuestros
años verde olivo es un contundente testimonio sobre el desencanto que reemplazó
a los esperanzadores efectos de la Revolución Cubana en las juventudes de todo el
mundo. Roberto Ampuero narra de manera conmovedora lo que vivió durante el
tiempo en que se refugió en la isla de Fidel, por lo que el libro fue -y continúa
siendo- censurado en Cuba. En últimas, es una novela sobre la decepción política
de una generación de revolucionarios en una etapa culminante de la Guerra Fría,
cuando la renuncia al compromiso político era traición, el examen crítico de los
ideales era pasarse al lado del enemigo, y abandonar la utopía podía significar la
muerte.

Gringoismos
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Investigating Identities
Un nuevo caso del detective privado Cayetano Brulé

Politics and Public Space in Contemporary Argentine Poetry
Bibliographic Guide to Latin American Studies V1 2000
Novela policial en que el detective Cayetano Brulé deberá detener una
conspiración contra Fidel Castro.

La narrativa de Roberto Ampuero en la globalización cultural
After one night of passion, Azucena, an astroanalyst in twenty-third-century Mexico
City, is separated from her Twin Soul, Rodrigo, and journeys across the galaxy and
through past lives to find her lost love, encountering a deadly enemy along the
way

Halcones de la noche
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Cuban Studies has been published annually by the University of Pittsburgh Press
since 1985. Founded in 1970, it is the preeminent journal for scholarly work on
Cuba. Each volume includes articles in both English and Spanish, a large book
review section, and an exhaustive compilation of recent works in the field.

What Einstein Told His Barber
Primera novela policial de Roberto Ampuero en la que presenta al detective
cubano Cayetano Brulé.

Culture and the Cuban State
Vuelve el detective Cayetano Brulé

Historia inédita de los años verde olivo
Pasiones griegas
From today’s vantage point it can be denied that the confidence in the abilities of
globalism, mobility, and cosmopolitanism to illuminate cultural signification
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processes of our time has been severely shaken. In the face of this crisis, a key
concept of this globalizing optimism as World Literature has been for the past
twenty years necessarily is in the need of a comprehensive revision. World
Literature, Cosmopolitanism, Globality: Beyond, Against, Post, Otherwise offers a
wide range of contributions approaching the blind spots of the globally oriented
Humanities for phenomena that in one way or another have gone beyond the
discourses, aesthetics, and political positions of liberal cosmopolitanism and
neoliberal globalization. Departing basically (but not exclusively) from different
examples of Latin American literatures and cultures in globalized contexts, this
volume provides innovative insights into critical readings of World Literature and
its related conceptualizations. A timely book that embraces highly innovative
perspectives, it will be a mustread for all scholars involved in the field of the global
dimensions of literature.

Lateral
La esperada continuación de Nuestros años verde olivo, uno de los libros que
consagró a Roberto Ampuero como escritor

Hispanic and Francophone Caribbean Studies
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THE POSTHUMOUS MASTERWORK FROM "ONE OF THE GREATEST AND MOST
INFLUENTIAL MODERN WRITERS" (JAMES WOOD, THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK
REVIEW) Composed in the last years of Roberto Bolaño's life, 2666 was greeted
across Europe and Latin America as his highest achievement, surpassing even his
previous work in its strangeness, beauty, and scope. Its throng of unforgettable
characters includes academics and convicts, an American sportswriter, an elusive
German novelist, and a teenage student and her widowed, mentally unstable
father. Their lives intersect in the urban sprawl of SantaTeresa—a fictional
Juárez—on the U.S.-Mexico border, where hundreds of young factory workers, in
the novel as in life, have disappeared.

¿Quién mató a Cristián Kustermann?
This book examines Cuban society through a study of its detective fiction and more
particularly contemporary Cuban society through the novels of the author and
critic, Leonardo Padura Fuentes. The author traces the development of Cuban
detective writing in the light of the work of twentieth century Western European
literary critics and philosophers including Raymond Williams, Antonio Gramsci,
Terry Eagleton, Roland Barthes, Jean Paul Sartre, Michel Foucault, Jean François
Lyotard and Jean Baudrillard in order to gain a better understanding of the social
and historical context in which this genre emerged. The analysis includes
discussion of the broader philosophical, political and historical issues raised by the
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Cuban revolution. The book concludes that the study of this popular genre in Cuba
is of crucial importance to the scholar who wishes to reach as full an understanding
of the social dynamics within that society as possible.

Nuestros años verde olivo
What makes ice cubes cloudy? How do shark attacks make airplanes safer? Can a
person traveling in a car at the speed of sound still hear the radio? Moreover,
would they want to? Do you often find yourself pondering life's little conundrums?
Have you ever wondered why the ocean is blue? Or why birds don't get
electrocuted when perching on high-voltage power lines? Robert L. Wolke,
professor emeritus of chemistry at the University of Pittsburgh and acclaimed
author of What Einstein Didn't Know, understands the need towell, understand.
Now he provides more amusing explanations of such everyday phenomena as
gravity (If you're in a falling elevator, will jumping at the last instant save your
life?) and acoustics (Why does a whip make such a loud cracking noise?), along
with amazing facts, belly-up-to-the-bar bets, and mind-blowing reality bites all with
his trademark wit and wisdom. If you shoot a bullet into the air, can it kill
somebody when it comes down? You can find out about all this and more in an
astonishing compendium of the proverbial mind-boggling mysteries of the physical
world we inhabit. Arranged in a question-and-answer format and grouped by
subject for browsing ease, WHAT EINSTEIN TOLD HIS BARBER is for anyone who
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ever pondered such things as why colors fade in sunlight, what happens to the
rubber from worn-out tires, what makes red-hot objects glow red, and other
scientific curiosities. Perfect for fans of Newton's Apple, Jeopardy!, and The
Discovery Channel, WHAT EINSTEIN TOLD HIS BARBER also includes a glossary of
important scientific buzz words and a comprehensive index. --> From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Darkness
Qué pasa
Investigating Identities: Questions of Identity in Contemporary International Crime
Fiction is one of the relatively few books to date which adopts a comparative
approach to the study of the genre. This collection of twenty essays by
international scholars, examining crime fiction production from over a dozen
countries, confirms that a comparative approach can both shed light on processes
of adaptation and appropriation of the genre within specific national, regional or
local contexts, and also uncover similarities between the works of authors from
very different areas. Contributors explore discourse concerning national and
historical memory, language, race, ethnicity, culture and gender, and examine how
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identity is affirmed and challenged in the crime genre today. They reveal a growing
tendency towards hybridization and postmodern experimentation, and increasing
engagement with philosophical enquiry into the epistemological dimensions of
investigation. Throughout, the notion of stable identities is subject to scrutiny.
While each essay in itself is a valuable addition to existing criticism on the genre,
all the chapters mutually inform and complement each other in fascinating and
often unexpected ways. This volume makes an important contribution to the
growing field of crime fiction studies and to ongoing debates on questions of
identity. It will therefore be of special interest to students and scholars of the crime
genre, identity studies and comparative literature. It will also appeal to all who
enjoy reading contemporary crime fiction.

Detective Fiction in Cuban Society and Culture
Novela autobiográfica que lanzó a la fama a Roberto Ampuero. Uno de los
testimonios más contundentes sobre el desencanto político de una revolución que
marcó el siglo XX.

Sonata del olvido
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The Law of Love
Cuban Studies 32
RocinAnte
Única novela de corte juvenil de Ampuero, ambientada en Valparaíso, su ciudad
natal, durante el régimen militar de Augusto Pinochet

Black Rock Prison. Volume 2
This book examines the evolution of cultural policy in Cuba since the 1959
revolution, the connection between cultural policy and political development, and
the extent to which cultural actors are agents for change for the reproduction of
dominant values and institutions.

La guerra de los duraznos
I took two years of Latin at Grinnell (Iowa) High School and two years of French at
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Cornell College, but I never really committed to using these languages. However,
when I spent three years in Mozambique I had an opportunity to pursue the
Portuguese language in an everyday situation. When I returned to the U.S., I
studied the spoken and written form of the language with a Brazilian speaking
partner and developed a useful fluency. I then decided to use the basics of
Portuguese in the study of Spanish. I had a number of Spanish speaking partners,
did some work assignments in Tehuacan, Mexico and earned an M.A. from the
University of Leon. Using some creativity, I was able to read, write and converse in
Spanish as often as I wished in my places of residence in Iowa and Texas. I have
written this book of bilingual essays called “Gringoismos” which is a presentation
of personal experiences in the Hispanic culture as well as some take-offs on
Spanish writings.

Nuestros años verde olivo
Encuentro de la cultura cubana
Novela policial en la que el detective Cayetano Brulé viajará por diferentes partes
del mundo para resolver el asesinato de uno de sus clientes.
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World Literature, Cosmopolitanism, Globality
Boleros en La Habana
What is the worst sentence that can befall a convict in Illinois? Not life in prison,
not lethal injection. The worst punishment is to be sent to Black Rock Prison, a
black-walled fortress whose exact location no one knows. The new warden of this
unusual prison controls every dimension of each and every one of the convicts
unfortunate enough to be sent there. The inmates soon will discover that they are
not normal people, nor have they been imprisoned there by chance. The sentences
awaiting them will be carried out in the shadow of a sinister threat. It isn’t long
before they find out that much more than their own lives is riding on solving the
mystery of Black Rock.

Book Review Index
Con un ingenio notable, Roberto Ampuero nos sumerge en una trama que
desdibuja los límites entre la ficción y la realidad.

La otra mujer
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"The one source that sets reference collections on Latin American studies apart
from all other geographic areas of the world. The Handbook has provided scholars
interested in Latin America with a bibliographical source of a quality unavailable to
scholars in most other branches of area studies." —Latin American Research
Review Beginning with volume 41 (1979), the University of Texas Press became
the publisher of the Handbook of Latin American Studies, the most comprehensive
annual bibliography in the field. Compiled by the Hispanic Division of the Library of
Congress and annotated by a corps of more than 130 specialists in various
disciplines, the Handbook alternates from year to year between social sciences and
humanities. The Handbook annotates works on Mexico, Central America, the
Caribbean and the Guianas, Spanish South America, and Brazil, as well as
materials covering Latin America as a whole. Most of the subsections are preceded
by introductory essays that serve as biannual evaluations of the literature and
research under way in specialized areas. The Handbook of Latin American Studies
is the oldest continuing reference work in the field. Lawrence Boudon, of the
Library of Congress Hispanic Division, has been the editor since 2000, and
Katherine D. McCann has been assistant editor since 1999. The subject categories
for Volume 60 are as follows: Art History (including ethnohistory) Literature
(including translations from the Spanish and Portuguese) Music Philosophy: Latin
American Thought
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Los amantes de Estocolmo
Un texto de intriga y pasión magistralmente escrito.
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